112 Western Civilization Summit In Austin1
By Ron Avery
Austin, Texas - June 9, 2015, The beautiful Brook Rollins, President and CEO of the Texas
Public Policy Foundation opened the summit expressing their excitement in holding their first allday conference in their new six-story facility on the most important need to teach Western
Civilization on university campuses. The all-day summit was open to the public and free of
charge and they provided a continental breakfast and served a well prepared delicious free lunch
to all in attendance. Rollins said their facility had opened its doors only about a month ago and
requested that we excuse the dust. I didn't see any dust anywhere except on a few really old guys
like myself.
The morning had two panels of 4 speakers each. The first panel addressed the need to teach
Western Civilization at the university level. The second panel spoke on how to develop new
programs and opportunities for teaching Western Civilization in higher education. "The West is
better than the Rest" was the theme of all the speeches but no one made real comparisons between
the West and the Rest except for Ibn Warraq who has written two books entitled Why I am not a
Muslim, and Islamic Terrorism and the War of Ideas, A New Marshall Plan.
While all the speakers seemed to voice their fatigue under the "liberal, multicultural, lesbian,
homosexual, women's liberation, and Western apologists," on their campuses they did not seem
bothered by the record of conservatism and the real conditions of the law in the so-called "State
of Texas" or "United States." There was no mention that the so-called "Terrorist Attack of 9-11"
had not been investigated by any law enforcement body in America or elsewhere and that
evidence of "Weapons of Mass Destruction" or their means of production were never found in
Iraq. No one challenged the conservative government, and monolithic mass-media claim that
Muslims are a real threat to America or Western Civilization.
All the panelists stayed clear of government influence on campuses and government / media
narratives of any kind. When questioned by one of the audience about the impact of illegal aliens
on the campuses the only answer given was that this was beyond their ability to address but they
were aware of a great many "undocumented students" in their classes.
On break, I asked panelist, Susan Hanssen, of the University of Dallas, about the difficulty of
teaching Western Civilization when our own nation may no longer be an example of same. I said
some professors can be fired for challenging the government and its programs and she said that
she was fortunate to teach at a university where even the students would question why a professor
was fired or why a class would no longer be taught.
Susan, during her speech, displayed a large overhead slide of London after a bombing raid
during WWII. She said that Churchill's enemy was not a nation but a political ideology, implying
that all enemies are ideas not nations and that these enemies can be among us. But no one tried to
point out which ideas are enemies and which are friends. And it cannot be said that Germany was
outside Western Civilization before, during or after WWII. So it appears that teaching "Western
Civilization" may not be the cure for what's ailing us in America.
When I studied "Western Civilization" it mainly concerned the theological development and
spread of Christianity, not Judaism. But today the term "Judeo-Christian" is promoted as
synonymous with "Western Civilization." But that is a mixing of the East and the West and just
as inappropriate as combining Islam with Christianity. It is redundant and misleading to say
"Judeo-Christian" as the term Christian includes the absorbed and now dissolved Judeo religion
as Christ Jesus is the alpha and omega and pinnacle of Judaism. Both Islam and Judaism are
Middle Eastern. Therefore to teach "Western Civilization" we should not mix Christianity with
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one of the Middle Eastern ideologies or religions. And further, Jews must deny Christ to maintain
their old religion. So it is most deceptive to combine Christians with the antichrist Jews with the
term Judeo-Christian. Personally, I am glad that conservatives are demanding that Obama say the
phrase "radical Islam" because that should allow me to say the phrase "radical Zionist Jews."
The main struggles during the development of Western Civilization have been internal
Christian struggles to sort out correct theology and resolve disputes between Catholics and
Protestants and divisions of those and the monarchs of each. That struggle produced Locke's
principles of property that regulate every aspect of lawful government including its lawful
creation, limits of authority, means of funding and support and defense, and the conditions of its
dissolution. Those principles protect the life, liberty and possessions of all the people, no matter
what religion or theology, correct or otherwise, they may hold. Locke is the best of the West as
his principles of property protect all and show clearly how and why governments are limited in
their authority and why America is already dissolved and overthrown. The real problem in
America is that the truth cannot be taught on secondary or university campuses without
challenging the authority of the dissolved federal and state governments, and who wants to do
that? Let's face it; secondary and higher education is paid for in the largest part by unlawful
property taxes. So who really wants to teach Western Civilization and deny themselves the fruit
of unlawful taxation?2
Our nation has been overthrown by a part of the Middle East, namely, Judaism. America today
is a servant of Judaism and is used by the Jewish global banking network to further their plans of
total global domination. Investigative journalist, Christopher Bollyn, has shown us the ten major
control positions required, and the Jews who occupied them, necessary to destroy the entire
World Trade Center with Super-nano-thermite3 and prevent any investigation or litigation and
blame it on 19 Muslim cave dwelling hijackers, at least five of which are known to be alive
today.4
The distinctions drawn at this summit, e.g., Liberal versus Conservative, and East versus
West, and Left versus Right are all false meaningless constructs to prevent us from applying the
real principles developed by the West. An application of these principles reveal the real problem
in America, which is the constitutional form of its government being altered by law without the
required permission of the people by amendment. This dissolved the constitution and the
authority of the government it created. This has happened to both the "State of Texas" and the
"United States of America." None of the speakers applied the principles of property and doctrines
of Western Christianity to show how our government has been overthrown and dissolved and
what we need to do about it. The Western Civilization Summit has revealed that those teaching
on the Texas or American campuses cannot fix the real problems we have in the West.
This Summit was held just about one month before the anticipated Federal Operation "Jade
Helm 15" in Texas. The very meaning of the term is "to take control of that which causes pain in
the side." The federal government cannot lawfully fund a standing federal army for more than
two years without a lawfully declared war.5 This means that the feds have operated an
unconstitutional federal standing army for 68 years. And now Texans face an unprecedented full
scale federal army operation in Texas which has identified Texas as "hostile" on their operational
maps.6
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The whole nation uses unconstitutional paper debt notes as currency by law without an
amendment.7 The Federal Reserve issues our fraudulent paper currency with interest by law
without an amendment.8 We have gun laws in violation of the Second Amendment. The feds tax
our individual wages without apportionment by law without an amendment.9 Income cannot be an
equal exchange and that is what wages are, the value of labor in money. A wage or value of a
man's labor is property not income from investment and the feds cannot tax property nor can any
lawful government as its sole purpose is to protect property not own it or take it. This is according
to John Locke and Frederick Bastiat not the perverted lawyers of the dissolved state and federal
governments.
We have property taxes in Texas which violate the principles of property and even the
monarchs of Europe could not impose it.10 Such a "tax," a misnomer, is really a confiscation of
property and the charging of a rent, transforming the owners into tenants on state property.
The "state of Texas" and the "feds" claim to have sovereign immunity to harm the people even
unto death, and to take, destroy or convert all their property of every kind, with or without intent,
without judicial recourse unless waived by statute or congressional resolution prior to suit. This
false doctrine violates all the principles of property and lawful government developed by Western
Christianity.
Attacking and defeating two nations without proven cause is not Western, water boarding and
droning people and eternal incarceration of suspects related to the unproven allegations of a
terrorist attack is not Western. I could go on and on but that is enough to show that these
academics at this summit were far from the reality of what we face in this nation and they had
better get serious about what they are doing in the education of themselves and the people. It is
only the beginning of the sorrows we are going to see if they do as they have been doing and it
may get significantly worse very soon.
Ron Avery is a semi-retired architect, author and speaker on topics regarding Christian theology and the principles of
property that regulate every aspect of lawful government.
Reply to: taphouse@sbcglobal.net
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